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Author's response to reviews:

apologies for another reviiew. As per instructions just received from our funders we have altered our acknowledgement section.

Copy of their instructions reads:
RfPB Project PG-PG-0107-11112: The REFINE (REducing Falls in IN-patient Elderly) Study

Many thanks for sending me a copy of your paper, I thoroughly enjoyed reading this and look forward to the results.

I am also pleased to say that it has been approved by the Central Commissioning Facility for publication, on the condition that the following changes are made:

Please delete the current acknowledgements referring to us and insert the following IPR statement (after the acknowledgements or other suitable point):

STARTS

This paper presents independent research commissioned by the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR). The views expressed are those of the author(s) and not necessarily those of the NHS, the NIHR or the Department of Health.

ENDS

I would be grateful if you could make these changes to the version that you sent to me and ensure that they are included in the final published document.

Obi Onyiah BSc (Hons)